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Worksheet Three Chapter 3
“Noon-Saakinah and Tanween Rules”
Created by: Umm Kutubah Samia Al’Garland

Answer the following questions:
1. What is a noon saakinah?
2. What is a Tanween?
3. What are the six letters when they immediately follow a noon-saakinah
or tanween which causes the noon to be said clearly?
4. Where does a noon-saakinah occur in a word when it is a noun or a verb?
5. Can a noon-saakinah bare a sukoon?
6. There are four Tajweed rules that applies to a noon-saakinah, what are
they?
7. What happens when one of the throat letters follows a noon-saakinah or
a tanween in one word or between two words?
8. What is a

ÂUÓ��œù«?

9. The ÂUÓ��œù« is divided into two types what are they?
10. What are the four letters that make the sub-group ÊuK�d�?
11. What happens when the noon-saakinah is followed by one of the ÂU��œ≈?
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12. There are four words thru-out the Quran that there is a letter from the

uLM� group occurs what are the four words and what do they mean?
13. What is a complete insertion?
14. What do most scholars say concerning the complete and incomplete
merging?
15. What happens when the letter baa occurs immediately after a noonsaakinah?
16. What are the three things necessary for the “change” »ö�≈ to be correct?
17. How many letters are there for the noon-saakinah and tanween?
18. What is it called when to noon sound is hidden?
19. What are the changes in writing that occur with the tanween with the
different noon-saakinah rules?

Provide the Arabic for its English meaning:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cluster of dates
Two palm trees from one root
Building structure
The nearer, within reach (known to us as earthly or worldly punishment)
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Hadith Pertaining to the Qur’an:
Narrated ‘Abdullãh bin Abbãs : Allâh’s Messenger ,said,
“Jabril  recited the Qur’an to me in one way. Then I requested him to
read it in another way and continued asking him to recite in other ways and he
recited it in several ways till he ultimately recited it in seven different ways.” 1

1

Sahih al-Bukhãri [Vol.6 no. 4991 in The book of the virtues of the Qur’an]
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